
Inserter Mailing Systems

§ BÖWE SYSTEC North America Inc.
CATEGORY: Inserter Mailing Systems

PRODUCT: Inserter and Card Mailing Systems

COMPANY: BÖWE SYSTEC North America Inc., 8480 Honeycutt
Rd, Ste 200, Raleigh, NC 27615-2260, www.bowesystecinc.com.

FUSION CROSS: BOWE SYSTEC has introduced a completely new
approach to inserting. By ut ilizing a “Flow -Principle” it creates a

uniquely smooth, stable and highly efficient inserting process. This new
technology challenges all established principles of inserting and allows
the greatest flats and letters processing range on a single platform with
fully automatic changeover. Even at the highest speeds, this
ground-breaking new inserting principle ensures full integrity. The so-
phisticated document input of Fusion Cross makes this system a powerful
partner in the high-performance segment. Infeed channels in various per-
formance classes for cut -sheet and continuous processing fulfill the most
diverse requirements in the mailroom and ensure maximum efficiency.
For continuous processing, Fusion Cross again makes use of the
Flow-Principle: The integrated turning unit rotates the documents by 90°
clockwise or counter clockwise as needed without stopping, enabling the
processing of Flats or Stretch applications while retaining the same high
speed. Flats and Folded formats can now be processed from the same in-
put channel.

FEATURES: Fusion Cross can easily process up to 22,000 envelopes
per hour for formats including #10, 6 x 9 and Stretch and up to 16,000 per
hour for Flats. The envelope formats processed range from # 7 3/4 to Flats
with filling thicknesses of up to 0.6” and filling weight s of up t o 2.2 lbs.
Fusion Cross also employs a Heavy Duty Folder with a fold capability of
up to 16 pages (single fold). Further enhancements include a Stitching
module and turn over making the Fusion Cross an optimal solution for
processing insurance policies and booklets. The open device carrier con-
cept of the Fusion Cross collating track permits not only the simple
change between varying enclosure feeders but also simple retrofitting to
accommodate changing requirements. The feeders can be freely posi-
tioned and allow devices for special applications and the integration of
camera based reading. Featuring a completely new user interface and
graphically supported user guidance, BÖWE Cockpit allows intuitive
system operation via touchscreen monitors. With BÖWE Cockpit, users
will be able to prepare the machine for production simply by describing
the material to be processed instead of being forced to work with complex
parameters. Finally organizations can deploy a Single Machine Type
Strategy (SMTS) for all
their processing needs.
Combined with the new
BÖWE Cockpit and Or-
biter Software suites the
system allows outstanding
ease of operation.

TURBO 8G: BÖWE
SYSTEC has continuously
updated and developed the
Turbo Inserting System. To
meet changing market re-
quirements,the eighth gen-
eration Turbo 8G features more than 50 technical improvements while re-
taining its successful qualities such as gentle handling through vertical
transport, the shortest set-up times through fully automated job changes
and universal modularity.The Turbo 8G offers integrity,flexibility and
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§ Bell and Howell
CATEGORY: Inserter Mailing Systems

PRODUCT: Inveloper, Producer, Forerunner, reconditioned equipment,
card systems

COMPANY: Bell and Howell, 3791 S. Alston Ave., Durham, NC
27713. Phone: 800-220-3030.

INVELOPER FINISHING SYSTEM: Innovative process for
smoothly creating attractive mailpieces that can either imitate the look of
regular windowed pieces or push the ‘invelope’ with exciting new
mailpiece options including transactional and direct mail applications.
Speeds up to 30,000/hour; white paper to full mailpiece with print options

and color for outer wrap. Pro-
vides job consolidation for
postage savings.

PRODUCER INSERTING
SYSTEM: Reliable, service-
able and flexible inserting
platforms for letters and flats.
Uses a variety of input chan-
nels and functionality for both
transactional and direct mail
applications. Fully flexible for
letters and flats applications.
Quick changeovers for opti-
mum uptime. Speeds up to

22,000/hour. Feeder
options for various
applications.

FORERUNNER IN-
SERTING SYS-
TEMS: Classic grip-
per-arm inserting base
with updated technol-
ogy and a variety of
input channels avail-

able for dependable performance and ease of use. Inserting speeds up to
13,000/hr. Worflow is optimized for a single operator.

RECONDITIONED PRODUCTS AND RECONDITIONING SER-
VICES: We offer refurbished inserters for a fraction of the cost of a new
system. We can also update your existing systems on site at your opera-
tions center, bringing increased productivity and near-new performance.

CARD SYSTEMS: Bell and Howell has teamed with Otto Künnecke
and NBS Technologies to offer a complete range of card attachment and
mail fulfillment, as well as card personalization solutions. Products range
from high-volume systems to desktop solutions.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-220-3030 or click
www.bellhowell.net.

Bell and Howell Forerunner Inserting System

Producer Inserting System
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productivity at the highest level for high volume mail processing and is
available in two performance classes. At a capacity of up to 26,000 enve-
lopes per hour, the Turbo 8G 26k is perfect for single-channel applica-
tions and high volume jobs with low page count per envelope. The com-
petitively priced Turbo 8G 22k with a capacity of up to 22,000 envelopes
per hour is ideal for complex single and multi-channel applications with

high page counts. Turbo 8G
processes up to 26,000 enve-
lopes per hour for #10 and up
to 22,000 per hour for 6 x 9.
Eenvelope formats processed
range from # 7 3/4 to 6 x9 with
filling thicknesses of more
than ¼”.

TURBO BLACK: Small,
fast, stylish and very attrac-
tively priced. The High Speed

Inserter with speeds of up to 26,000 envelopes per hour and the industry’s
smallest footprint is fastest in its class. It is the ideal entry-level machine
in the high-performance segment. TurboBlack is ideally suited for jobs
with low page counts.Depending upon the application,the Turbo Black is
available in four standardized infeed channel configurations.The standard
configuration is equipped with four enclosure feeders, the powerful in-
serting unit of the latest Turbo 8G as well as the 8G envelope feeding and
stacking components. The Turbo Black combines simple handling and
efficient processing — with maximum integrity. Despite its small foot-
print, the Turbo Black has all the capabilities of the company’s
high-performance systems and can handle the majority of mailroom ap-

plications. The standardized concept of the Turbo Black allows for an un-
beatable purchase price. Envelope formats processed range from # 73/4
to 6 x 9 with filling thicknesses of more than ¼”.

MARATHON: The BÖWE Marathon delivers maximum production
capacity, high availability, an extremely broad spectrum of document
processing capabilities and high integrity with minimal effort in
set-up.Marathon delivers fast, highly secure and gentle processing while
inserting the most diverse range of enclosures with filling thicknesses of
up to 1/2”. With a maximum output of up to 20,000 envelopes per hour
this cutting edge technology ensures maximum integrity throughout the
entire process. Thanks to its modular design, Marathon offers a diverse
range of configurations and has the right feeder for every enclosure or
document. No matter if its continuous, cut-sheet, thick, thin,folded, rigid
or smooth: Marathon is the answer. Marathon processes up to 20,000 en-
velopes per hour for formats ranging from #7 3/4 up to 6x 9 with filling
thicknesses of up to ½”.

VARIO SILVERLIGHT: Secure production at an unbeatable price:
Vario Silverlight delivers on both counts. Four powerful standard ver-
sions with a modern, compact design make Vario Silverlight the ideal en-
try-level machine for the mid-performance market.An extremely attrac-
tive price- performance ratio makes Vario Silverlight a good option for
smaller companies. With a throughput of up to 8,200 envelopes per hour,
it processes the most diverse applications securely and reliably – offering

a particularly high level of
flexibility in enclosure pro-
cessing.Equipped with stan-
dard components of the
proven Vario inserting sys-
tem, Vario Silverlight offers
the greatest possible reliabil-
ity with maximum integrity.
The standard configuration of
Vario Silverlight comes with

four different infeed channel variations that can be selected according to
the application. Despite its compact design, VarioSilverlight can handle a
diverse range of applications. Four different enclosure feeders enable the
processing of various materials with thicknesses up to .40” (10 mm).
Handling thin, thick, rough, smooth, folded or unfolded due to the ability
to choose between suction, friction, booklet and even an Intelligent fold-
ing feeder. Vario Silverlight has the right answer for every enclosure type.
The new friction feeder, opens up completely new possibilities: Even dif-
ficult enclosures such as Z folded or air permeable material can easily be
processed. The friction feeder has a high stacking capacity of up to
23”(590 mm).

THE BRIDGE: In
cooperation with a
renowned printer
manufacturer,
BOWE SYSTEC
has succeeded in
taking another de-
cisive step towards
process automation
with the "Bridge":
This innovative idea includes a special component, the ground- breaking
"Bridge", which connects a high-quality color printer to the proven Vario
inserting system, allowing the realization of a White Paper Factory in the
mailroom as well as office environments. After the documents have been
printed on demand, they are automatically transported to the Vario insert-
ing system and inserted – all without any manual intervention, reducing
staff requirements to a minimum. The opaque cover of the Bridge prevents
operator visibility from the outside. It therefore guarantees 100 percent in-
tegrity and is ideally suited for processing sensitive data.

FEATURES: Even very small jobs or reprints can be processed easily.
The highest integrity is guaranteed by a closed-loop process along with
complete monitoring of the document flow. The inkjet printer provides
high-end Simplex and Duplex color prints on 8 1/2" x 11" sized docu-
ments and allows full color print on demand for the immediate reprinting
of documents as well as the processing of smaller jobs. With a perfor-
mance of up to 8,200 envelopes per hour and a feeding capacity of up to
4,000 sheets in the printer, this solution reliably processes #10 and 6 x 9
applications and enables a half or tri-fold document. Low energy con-
sumption in conjunction with oil-based ink makes the printer a
cost-efficient end eco-friendly solution.

PACE: BÖWE SYSTEC’s card mailing systems enable personalized
plastic cards to be sent to card holders quickly and reliably. These prod-
ucts guarantee the exact matching of cards and documents and automati-
cally attach the cards to the corresponding carriers. If required, the card
carriers can then be inserted into envelopes together with enclo-
sures.BÖWE offers clients customized solutions based on the inserting
systems’ technology. As Pace can be retrofitted at anytime, investment
protection is guaranteed. All systems have a uniform operating philoso-
phy allowing fast and easy changeover from one job to the next, even if

BOWE SYSTEC’s The Bridge

BOWE SYSTEC Vario Silverlight
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BOWE SYSTEC Turbo Black
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the batch-sizes are small. Read-
ing modules and sensors provide
information about where each
card and each carrier are located
within the system.This results in
the highest integrity throughout
the entire production process.
With speeds of up to 9,000 cards
per hour, virtually any card mail-
ing application can be processed
quickly, easily and

cost-effectively whether offline or
online to the Printer. The card
channel can be freely configured
and is available with 10 or 16 mod-
ular stations. The attaching station
can apply up to 9,000 cards an
hour to a carrier document. Up to
six cards can be attached per car-
rier, with varied positions. The
cards can even be rotated in 1° (up
to +/-90°) increments as needed.

MASS STORAGE
WATERMILL: A trend in the
card fulfillment industry is the pro-
cessing of increasingly smaller
batch sizes. To be able to carry out
these individual jobs quickly, effi-
ciently and cost-effectively,
BÖWE SYSTEC has developed
the mass storage device Watermill
for its card mailing systems.
Watermill is a modular system in
which up to1,890 or 3,780 plastic
cards from different personaliza-

tion job scan be saved in random order and then brought into an optimal
order for further processing. The time intensive and error prone practice of
pre-sorting cards manually leading to frequent set-ups for small jobs is
now eliminated. Depending on the card channel, up to six storage modules
can be integrated and up to 3,780 cards simultaneously stored.

CARDCUBE: BÖWE’s existing card mailing portfolio is now being ex-
panded with the new midrange system Cardcube, which processes up to
4,000 cards per hour with 100% integrity. Despite its small footprint, this
compact system provides completely new possibilities in regards to modu-
larity.The system includes a newly designed folding unit that prevents
leaving an impression from the embossed cards on the front side of the
document. It also has a special feature: A robot attaches the plastic card on
the carrier in any position and thus provides a new flexibility in the area of
card application. Non- matching cards can be put into a parking position in
case the corresponding carrier has been diverted until a new one has been
reprinted automatically via closed- loop. The optional duplex full-color
printer allows the combination of white-paper production and card mail-
ing; the document is printed after the card has been read and matched.

GOLDFINGER: BÖWE’s patented counting technology, Goldfinger
enables accurate differentiation from card to card and accurate counts of
all card types. A new four light micro imaging reading head provides
100% operational integrity

CONTACT: For more information, contact BÖWE SYSTEC North
America online at www.bowesystecinc.com.

§ Formax
CATEGORY: Inserter Mailing Systems

PRODUCT: Formax Inserters

COMPANY: Formax, 1 Education Way, Dover, NH 03820. Email:
cmacneil@formax.com. Phone: 800-232-5535.

FORMAX FD 6102 INSERTER: The Formax
FD 6102 Desktop Inserter is an ideal low-volume
solution. Innovations include all- new internal en-
gineering, new feeding systems, and a color touch
screen interface with job wizard. The FD 6102 also
boasts 15 programmable jobs, an increased
monthly volume of up to 5,000 pieces,and the abil-
ity to process half folds while using6” x 9.5” enve-
lopes. The new feeding systems are based on
proven technology from the 6204Series, including
green foam fold rollers to reduce toner build-up
and improve folding consistency.In addition, doc-
ument “catch points” have been removed and the
internal mechanics are easier to access. The FD 6102 processes docu-
ments up to 14” in length, and can fold and insert up to 5 sheets, stapled or
unstapled, at a time. Two fully-automatic sheet feeders and one automatic
insert/BRE feeder provide a range of folding and inserting capabilities.
Fold types now include Letter, Double Parallel, Half and no fold. Intuitive
icons have been added to help users better understand how to load paper
and envelopes. The new color touch screen makes setup quick and easy
with a step-by-step wizard feature.

FORMAX 6206 SERIES INSERTERS: The 6206 Series is available
with up to four feed stations, and combines ease-of-use with energy sav-

BOWE SYSTEC CardCube

§ BUSKRO LTD.
CATEGORY: Inserter Mailing Systems

PRODUCT: Card Personalization System

COMPANY: BUSKRO LTD., 1738 Orangebrook Court – Unit # 1,
Pickering, ON L1W 3G8 Canada Contact: Michelle Sanz / Shawn
Caldwell Email: sales@buskro.com. Phone: 888-8BUSKRO.

BUSKRO CARD PERSONALIZATION SYSTEM: Buskro’s new
Card Personalization System is designed for the plastic card personaliza-
tion industry.This modular system includes elements such as a robust

transport base, magnetic stripe
encoder,two sided UV or sol-
vent DOD inkjet print-
ers,CMYK UV print options, di-
vert gate/in-batch reordering,
high speed labeler and a variety
of feeder and conveyor options.
All of these fully integrated
Buskro developed components
feature monitoring, tracking and
control provided by Compose
IQ to deliver unprecedented reli-

ability.This unique and innovative approach enables Buskro to combine
all of the system elements into one PC-based controller; ensuring data in-
tegrity and eliminating the risk of interfacing components from multiple
vendors.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-8BUSKRO or email
sales@buskro.com.

Buskro Card Personalization System

FD6102 Inserter
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BOWE SYSTEC PCS Card System


